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ABSTRACT

We propose a new approach for controlling the characteristics of certain mesh faces during opti-
mization of high-order curved meshes. The practical goals are tangential relaxation along initially
aligned curved boundaries and internal surfaces, and mesh fitting to initially non-aligned surfaces.
The distinct feature of the method is that it utilizes discrete finite element functions (for example
level set functions) to define implicit surfaces, which are used to adapt the positions of certain mesh
nodes. The algorithm does not require CAD descriptions or analytic parametrizations, and can be
beneficial in computations with dynamically changing geometry, for example shape optimization
and moving mesh multi-material simulations.

The problem is formulated as a variational minimization of a chosen mesh-quality metric, through
the Target-Matrix Optimization Paradigm [1], with additional penalty terms that enforce the de-
sired tangential motion and/or surface alignment. These penalty terms connect the concept of mesh
motion to the discrete finite element function that defines the desired node position. As the penalty
terms depend on discrete functions, there is an interpolation procedure that makes the functions
available on different meshes [2]. The optimization method is based on global node movement and
does not alter the topology of the starting mesh.

The main advantage of this approach is that it completely avoids geometrical operations (for exam-
ple surface projections), and all calculations can be performed through finite element operations.
Thus the main steps of the method are independent of dimension, order of the mesh, and types
of elements. The drawback is that the notions of alignment and fitting are always approximate
(imposed weakly), so that the method may not be the best choice in situations that require the
exact preservation of certain features, e.g., for representation of sharp edges in 3D.
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